Anne Frank .and Diary Sarah Ridley
anne frank | biography & facts | britannica - anne frank: anne frank, jewish girl whose diary of her family’s
years in hiding during the german occupation of the netherlands is a classic of war literature. after being
discovered by the gestapo in 1944, the franks were sent to concentration camps, and anne died in bergenbelsen in 1945. her diary was published two years later. anne frank - the diary of a young girl - frank's
original selection has now been supplemented with passages from anne's a and b versions. mirjam pressler's
definitive edition, approved by the anne frank-fonds, contains approximately 30 percent more material and is
intended to give the reader more insight into the world of anne frank. anne frank - wikipedia - anne frank
was selected as one of the "heroes & icons", and the writer, roger rosenblatt, described her legacy with the
comment, "the passions the book ignites suggest that everyone owns anne frank, that she has risen above the
holocaust, judaism, girlhood and even goodness and become a totemic figure of the modern world—the moral
individual ... diary of anne frank full text - moore public schools - the diary of anne frank ... name is anne
frank. i am thirteen years old. i was born in germany the twelfth of june, nineteen twenty-nine. as my family is
jewish, we emigrated to holland when hitler came to power.” ! [as mr. frank reads on, another voice joins his,
as if coming from the air. it is anne’s voice. the diary of anne frank - santee school district - when i read
the diary of anne frank as a boy, it created a lasting and indelible impression. anne was a remarkable
wordsmith and her diary speaks so eloquently of a time filled with a horror and injustice that most of us cannot
even imagine. anne’s diary survived, incredibly, and, through it, we hear her unique voice, telling her own
powerful scene summaries for the diary of anne frank - 1 scene summaries for the diary of anne frank act
i scene 1 date read in class: january 27, 2014 character(s): mr. frank and miep setting(s): the secret annex
above mr. frank’s business in amsterdam, anne frank - famous people lessons - about anne frank. talk
about what you discover with your partner(s) in the next lesson. 3. anne frank poster: make a poster showing
the different stages of the life of anne frank. show your poster to your classmates in the next lesson. did you
all find out similar things? 4. magazine article: write a magazine article about anne frank. teachers’ manual
anne frank introductory lesson - teachers’ manual anne frank introductory lesson on the digital blackboard
there are five images. by clicking on an image it becomes larger and a caption appears. look at the images
together with your pupils. there is a worksheet for this slide in this manual. copy the worksheet for pupils to do
this assignment individually. the diary of anne frank act 2 – scenes 1-3 - max study - the diary of anne
frank act 2 – scenes 1-3 scene 1 this scene starts on january first in 1944. they have been hiding for one year,
five months and twenty-five days. anne is writing in her diary while everyone else is either reading, lying down,
or taking the laundry down (mrs. frank.) anne says that everyone is now a little thinner. she anne frank
questions - trafton academy - anne frank questions pages 1-21 1. what is the date of the first diary entry?
2. what is anne’s birthday? how old is she? 3. what did anne receive for her birthday? 4. what did she plan to
do with her birthday money? 5. who was lies? 6. what does anne call her diary? 7. in may 1940 what happens
to the jewish population of amsterdam? 8. frank, anne - yadvashem - frank, anne (1929--1945), a young
dutch victim of the holocaust and author of a famous diary. soon after the nazi rise to power in 1933, anne
frank and her family left germany for amsterdam, holland. when the germans subsequently occupied the
netherlands in october 1940, anne's father, otto, began to prepare for the the diary of anne frank shakespeare theatre of new jersey - the diary of anne frank premiered on broadway at the cort theatre on
october 5, 1955 where it ran for more than 700 performances, earning the 1956 pulitzer prize for drama as
well as the 1956 tony award for best play. some critics of the original “the diary of anne frank” - ddtwo the diary of anne frank we can learn a lot about a character based on their actions and reactions, thoughts and
emotions, and also through the author/narrator’s descriptions. directions: 1. on the left, find and record a
quote (dialogue or narration) that describes the behavior, words, or actions of the main character. 2. anne
frank: the diary of a young girl, by anne frank ... - anne frank: the diary of a young girl, by anne frank.
translated from the dutch by b. m. mooyaart. new york: doubleday, 1972. story summary: on her thirteenth
birthday, june 12, 1942, anne frank received a diary as a gift. at that time, she and her family were living
peacefully in amsterdam, holland after being the diary of anne frank - shakespeare theatre of new
jersey - the diary of anne frank takes place over the course of two years in the early 1940s. there was no
internet, and television was in its most primitive stage, so the news was primarily disseminated via print or
through radio broadcasts. pick a world event from anne’s lifetime,
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